This paper proposes total optimization of energy networks in a smart city by multipopulation global-best modified brain storm optimization (MP-GMBSO). Efficient utilization of energy is necessary for reduction of CO2 emission, and smart city demonstration projects have been conducted around the world in order to reduce total energies and the amount of CO2 emission. The problem can be formulated as a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) problem and various evolutionary computation techniques such as particle swarm optimization (PSO), differential evolution (DE), Differential Evolutionary Particle Swarm Optimization (DEEPSO), Brain Storm Optimization (BSO), Modified BSO (MBSO), Global-best BSO (BSO), and Global-best Modified Brain Storm Optimization (GMBSO) have been applied to the problem. However, there is still room for improving solution quality. Multi-population based evolutionary computation methods have been verified to improve solution quality and the approach has a possibility for improving solution quality. The proposed MS-GMBSO utilizes only migration for multi-population models instead of abest, which is the best individual among all of sub-populations so far, and both migration and abest. Various multi-population models, migration topologies, migration policies, and the number of sub-populations are also investigated. It is verified that the proposed MP-GMBSO based method with ring topology, the W-B policy, and 320 individuals is the most effective among all of multi-population parameters.
Introduction
Of various environmental problems, global warming is one of the main problems in the world. Causes for global warming include increase of greenhouse gas emission. Therefore, efficient utilization of energy is necessary for reduction of emissions, and smart city demonstration projects have been conducted around the world for reducing total energy use and the amount of CO2 emission [1, 2] . Smart city can realize a sustainable and low carbon emission city using renewable energies such as solar and wind power generation, storage batteries, and Internet of Things (IoT). Introduction of smart city considering CO2 emission reduction has been investigated in Tohoku area, Japan, especially after the Great East Japan Earthquake [3] .
Since it is difficult to evaluate how much a city can reduce CO2 emission in the actual smart city, it should be evaluated by simulation models. Smart city models have to include various sector models. Static models considering various energy balances and dynamic models considering transient phenomenon have been developed in various sectors [4] [5] [6] [7] . However, models which can calculate energy consumption and environmental loads among all sectors in a smart city considering communication among various sectors have not been developed. Considering these backgrounds, a smart city model has been developed in Japan in order to evaluate energy costs and the amount of CO2 emission of the whole smart city considering communication among various sectors [8] [9] [10] .
Using the smart city model, the authors have proposed total optimization of whole smart city in order to minimizes energy costs, electric power loads at peak load hours, and CO2 emission by Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [11] , differential evolution (DE) [12] , Differential Evolutionary Particle Swarm Optimization (DEEPSO) [13] , Brain Storm Optimization (BSO) [14] , Modified BSO (MBSO) [15] , Global-best BSO (BSO) [16] , and Global-best Modified Brain Storm Optimization (GMBSO) [17] . In addition, considering facility characteristics, load characteristics, cost characteristics, and continuity of weekday operation, reduction of search space has been also proposed in order to effectively solve the problem [11, 12] . Therefore, GMBSO considering the reduction of search space can obtain the highest quality solution so far [17] . However, there is still room for improving solution quality.
It has been verified that multi-population based evolutionary computation methods can improve solution quality [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . Using the methods, one population of individuals is divided into several sub-populations and individuals at each sub-population perform solution search. There are three multi-population models. The first one is the migration model [18, 19, 21, [23] [24] [25] . The second one is the abest model [20, 22] . Abest is the best searching point so far among all sub-populations. The third one is a model using both migration and abest. As far as the authors know, a model using both migration and abest had not been proposed. Therefore, the authors proposed a model using both migration and abest [26] . The best suitable model can be determined for each evolutionary computation method.
Considering these backgrounds, this paper proposes total optimization of energy networks in a smart city by MP-GMBSO with migration. MP-GMBSO with migration is newly proposed in order to improve solution quality. The proposed MP-GMBSO with migration based method is applied to a model of Toyama city. The results of the proposed method are compared with those of the GMBSO based method with a single population, and the MP-GMBSO based methods with only abest, and with both migration and abest model. Various numbers of sub-populations, various topologies (ring, trigonal pyramid, cube, and hyper-cube), various policies, various migration models (only using migration, only using abest, and using both migration and abest), and various numbers of individuals have been investigated in the simulations.
The contributions of the paper can be summarized as follows:
-Proposal of MP-GMBSO with migration in order to obtain better results, -
The proposed MP-GMBSO with migration based method for total optimization of energy networks in a smart city, -Verification of effectiveness of the conventional GMBSO based method for total optimization of smart city by comparing with the conventional DEEPSO, BSO, MBSO, and GBSO based methods, -Verification of effectiveness of the proposed MP-GMBSO based method for total optimization of smart city with migration by comparing with the original GMBSO (MP-GMBSO with a subpopulation) based method, and the MP-GMBSO based methods with various migration model (only using migration, only using abest, and using both migration and abest), various policies, various topologies, various numbers of individuals, and various numbers of sub-populations, -It is verified that the solution quality is the most improved by the proposed MP-GMBSO with migration based method using the ring topology with 16 sub-populations and 320 individuals, and the W-B policy (the worst individual of a sub-population is replaced by the other subpopulations) among all of multi-population parameters.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces a concept of the whole smart city model, and sector models in the supply-side and the demand-side groups. Section 3 provides problem formulation of total optimization of energy networks in a smart city. Section 4 explains the details of conventional BSO, MBSO, GBSO, and GMBSO. The proposed MP-GMBSO is also explained as well. Section 5 shows the proposed MP-GMBSO based total optimization method for energy networks in a smart city. Section 6 presents comparison of the conventional GMBSO method with the conventional DEEPSO, BSO, MBSO, and GBSO based methods. It also presents comparison of the proposed MP-GMBSO with migration based method with the original GMBSO with a single population, MP-GMBSO with only abest model, and MP-GMBSO with both migration and abest model, and investigation of various migration topologies, migration policies, the number of subpopulations, and the number of individuals. Finally, Section 7 concludes the paper.
Smart City Model

Concept of The Whole Smart City Model
The smart city model has been developed in order to quantitatively evaluate the smart city and the model can calculate energy costs and the amount of CO2 emission of whole smart city [8] . There are various sectors in the model such as electric power utility, natural gas utility, drinking water treatment plant and waste water treatment plant, industry, building, residence, and railroad (see Figure 1 ). There are energy supply-side and demand-side groups. The supply-side group includes natural gas utility, electric power utility, and drinking water treatment plant and waste water treatment plant sectors. The demand-side group includes industry, building, residence, and railroad sectors. The model quantitatively calculates energy cost, the amount of energy supply and demand, and CO2 emission in the whole smart city using energy flows among various sectors. 
Sector Models in The Supply-Side Group
In the supply-side group, various energies such as electric power, natural gas, and drinking water are supplied interactively to the demand-side sector models [9] . The amount of supplied energies by supply-side sectors should be equal to the amount of energy loads of demand-side sectors.
The natural gas supply sector model can be modelled as a natural gas energy source. Namely, required amount of natural gas is supplied to various demand-side sectors by the model.
There are various electric power generation plants such as nuclear power, thermal power, hydroelectric power, and renewable energy generation in the electric power utility sector model. Costs and amount of CO2 emission of the power generation plants can be evaluated by the model. Power generation fuels can be purchased from outside of the city and fuel costs can be calculated. The amount of renewable energy and hydroelectric power generation output can be input to the model per an hour as fixed numerical values. Summation of the ratios of these power generation plants are set to 1.
In the drinking water treatment plant sector model, the amounts of drinking water loads, renewable energy generation, and required demand response are fixed. In the waste water treatment plant sector model, the amounts of inflow to waste water pipes, renewable energy generation, and required demand response are fixed.
Sector Models in The Demand-Side Group
In the industrial sector model, energy supply facilities such as gas turbine generators, steam boilers, and turbo and steam refrigerators are treated. The model also deals with various energy loads such as electric power load, heat load, and steam load (see Figure 2 ) [10] . When decision variables are determined, the energy supply facilities supply tertiary energies to various energy loads. Therefore, required secondary energy values are made clear and the values are supplied from the energy supply group when various hourly energy load values of one day (24 points) are given and decision variables are determined. Large buildings and large shopping malls are considered as the building sector model. The model deals with energy supply facilities such as gas turbine generators, turbo refrigerators, and steam refrigerator, and so on. The sector considers offices and shopping malls as energy loads and treats hourly loads of various energies and the amount of required demand response.
Condominiums and detached houses are treated as the residential sector model. The model treats both condominiums and detached houses with the same model using different parameters. The model deals with various facilities such as a fuel cell, a storage battery, a natural gas stove, a heat storage tank, a tank-less water heater, a heat pump water heater, and so on. These facilities supply electric power, hot water, and heat energies.
Problem Formulation of Total Optimization of Energy Networks in a Smart City
The smart city optimization considers the smart city which is a closed city such as an industrial park or a local government of a city, and minimizes energy cost, actual electric power at high load hours, and CO2 emission. Therefore, when the electric power companies or gas companies buy fuel from resource companies, the cost is not considered in the problem.
Decision Variables
Decision variables of various sectors are shown below:
(a) Drinking water treatment plant model: The amounts of river inflow, water inflow to a service reservoir, electric power output by co-generators, and charged/discharged electric power of storage batteries. Each decision variable item has 24 decision variables a day. Therefore, the number of decision variables is 816 when the number of each facility in each sector is 1. Considering the number of decision variables, the problem is considered as a large-scale optimization problem.
Objective Function
The problem deals with three terms as follows:
(1) Minimization of energy costs:
Minimization of energy costs of all sectors except electric power and natural gas utilities is considered. (2) Minimization of actual electric power loads of the whole smart city at peak load hours (peak load shifting):
The actual electric power load at each hour is summation of the electric power load, the amount of consumed electric power for converting the electric power to other energies, and the amount of stored electric power to storage batteries at each hour. Peak load hours of electric power are hours when summation of actual electric power loads of sectors except electric power and natural gas utilities are higher than the average of the summation of actual electric power loads throughout the day. (3) Minimization of CO2 emission:
Minimization of CO2 mission of all sectors except electric power and natural gas utilities is considered.
The three terms are collectively arranged in one weighted function as follows:
where is the number of sectors except electric power and natural gas utilities, is the number of hours per day (=24), is the amount of purchased natural gas of sector at hour , is a unit cost of purchased natural gas of sector at hour , is the amount of purchased electric power of sector at hour , is a unit cost of purchased electric power of sector at hour , is an actual electric power load of sector at hour , is the start hour of peak load hours of actual electric power loads, the end hour of peak load hours of actual electric power loads, is a coefficient to change from the amount of purchased natural gas to the amount of CO2 emission, is a coefficient to change from the amount of purchased electric power to the amount of CO2 emission, and , , and are weighting coefficients ( + + = 1).
One of the authors was a member of a committee for developing a smart city model in IEE of Japan. In the committee, scope of the smart city model has been discussed. The committee decided to consider a smart city as a closed community such as industrial parks and local governments. In such a case, utilities companies such as electric power and the natural gas companies are not included in the smart city and we follow the scope in (1) . The amounts of electric power and natural gas purchase are calculated as dependent variables after calculation of decision variables. Therefore, penalty function values are added to the objective function values if the calculated dependent variables are out of allowable ranges.
Constraints
(1) Energy balances: There are heat, electric power, and steam energy balances. These energy balances are treated in each model and can be expressed using the follow equation:
( , ) = 0, ( = 1, … , , = 1, … , , = 1, … , )
where ( , ) is an energy balance equation of energy in sector , is a startup/shutdown status of a facility for decision variable (∈ {0, 1}), and is an input or output value of a facility for decision variable (∈ ), and is the number of energies in sector . (2) Characteristics of facilities: Facility efficiency functions, and operational limits of various facilities in each sector can be expressed as follows:
where ℎ ( , ) is a facility efficiency functions, or an operational limit of facility of sector and the number of facilities in sector . Facility efficiency can be generally expressed with nonlinear functions. Therefore, the problem is formulated as a mixed integer nonlinear optimization problem (MINLP) and various evolutionary computation techniques should be applied to the problem.
The Proposed Multi-Population Global-best Modified Brain Storm Optimization
MP-GMBSO is based on GMBSO which has been proposed using MBSO and GBSO [17] . Since MP-GMBSO is based on BSO variations, this section summarizes BSO, MBSO, GBSO, and GMBSO.
Overview of BSO
BSO is one of evolutionary computation methods which was proposed by Shi in 2011 [27] . The main procedure of BSO is shown below:
Step 1
Initialization: Randomly generate individuals and evaluate individuals.
Step 2
Clustering: Divide individuals into clusters by k-means.
Step 3 New individual generation: Randomly select one cluster or two clusters and generates new individuals.
Step 4
Selection: Compare the newly generated individual with the existing individual with the same individual index and keep the better one and record the one as the new individual.
Step 5
Evaluation: Evaluate the individuals.
Step 6
The procedure can be stopped and go to Step 7 when the current iteration number reaches the pre-determined maximum iteration number. Otherwise, go to Step 2 and repeat the procedures.
Step 7
The obtained operational variables and the objective function value are output as a final solution.
Details of steps 2 and 3 are explained below.
Clustering
Clustering is utilized in BSO in order to divided into small regions. k-means algorithm is utilized for clustering. A probability is utilized in order to replace a cluster center with a randomly generated solution. The method can avoid the premature convergence, and help individuals to escape from the local optima. The clustering algorithm is shown below:
Step 2-1 Clustering: Divide individuals into clusters by k-means algorithm.
Step 2-2 Generate a value randomly in random (1,0).
Step 2-3 Rank individuals in each cluster and if
≥ (a pre-determined probability), the best individual is set as the cluster center in each cluster.
Otherwise, randomly select one individual in each cluster, and set the selected individual as the cluster center.
New Individual Generation
A new individual is generated based on one or two existing individuals using the following equations:
where, is the th newly generated individual of decision variable , is the th existing individual of decision variable , is the number of individuals, is the number of decision variables, ( ) is a step size function, is the maximum number of iteration, is the current iteration number, is a coefficient to change () function's slope of the step size function ( ), and is decision variable of th individual which are centers or randomly selected normal individuals of selected clusters.
If one existing individual is utilized for generating one new individual, (4), (5) is utilized. If two existing individuals are utilized for generating one new individual, (4), (5), (6) are utilized. Several conditions are utilized to determine is shown below: If > (1,0), randomly select a cluster.
select the cluster center as and generate a new individual using (4) and (5). Otherwise, select an individual as from the selected cluster randomly and generate a new individual using (4) and (5) . If ≤ (1, 0), randomly select two clusters, and generate.
If
the two cluster centers are set as and and combined using (6) . Using the combined , a new individual is generated using (4) and (5) . Otherwise, two individuals from each selected cluster are randomly selected and set as and and combined using (6) . Using the combined , a new individual is generated using (4) and (5).
Overview of MBSO
MBSO has been proposed in order to improve two points of BSO [28] . One is clustering and the other one is new individual generation. k-means is utilized for clustering in BSO algorithm and it takes a long time. Therefore, MBSO utilizes simple grouping method (SGM) in order to reduce calculation time. In addition, the method utilizes different generation method in order to increase individual diversity.
Clustering
Simple grouping method (SGM) is utilized in MBSO as a clustering method. SGM algorithm is shown below:
Rank the divided points in ascending order, based on objective function values.
Step 2
Randomly select different individuals from the current generation as group centers of groups.
Step 3
For each individual in the current iteration, calculate its distance to group centers, compare all distance values, and assign the individual into the nearest group.
New Individual Generation
MBSO utilizes a different equation as shown below in order to diversify individuals:
where, is a probability utilized to determine which equation is utilized, is the lowest value of decision variable , is the highest value of decision variable , and are the randomly selected individuals for decision variable of individual .
Overview of GBSO
GBSO has been proposed in order to improve BSO performance [29] . The fitness-based grouping method is utilized as a clustering method in GBSO. In addition, the global-best idea information is added to individuals when a condition is satisfied. Details of the fitness-based grouping and updating of individuals considering the global-best idea are shown below:
Clustering
Fitness-based grouping is utilized in GBSO as a clustering method. An algorithm of the fitnessbased grouping method is shown below:
Rank individuals using objective function values in descending order.
Step 2
Divide individuals into groups using (8) .
where, ( ) is the group number of individual , ( ) is a ranking of an individual .
New Individual Generation
GBSO follows the same algorithm as BSO. However, gbest information which is the best individual so far among all individuals is added to individuals when a condition is satisfied. In such a case, using (11), gbest information is added to of a selected one individual or which is combined with (6) using two selected individuals before new individual is generate in GBSO. Generally, it is said that diversification should be applied at the early stages and intensification should be applied at the final stages, in evolutionary computation. Therefore, the authors change the condition (9) [16] .
where, is a probability utilized to determine whether the gbest information is added or not, is the maximum value of , is the minimum value of . When the condition (9) is satisfied, gbest information is added to using the following equation:
Overview of GMBSO
The GMBSO [17] is a combined method of MBSO [28] and GBSO [29] . For clustering in GBSO, the Fitness-grouping method is utilized, which is proposed in [29] . For new individual generation, an update equation developed for MBSO is utilized which is proposed in [28] considering diversification. In addition, gbest information which is the best individual so far among all individuals is added to individuals when a condition is satisfied. In such a case, using (11), gbest information is added to of a selected one individual or which is combined with (6) using two selected individuals before new individual is generate in GMBSO. The procedure of GMBSO is shown below:
Step Step 3 New individual generation: Randomly select one cluster or two clusters. When the condition (9) is satisfied, gbest information is added to using (11) . Then, new individuals are generated using equation (7) explained in 4.2.
Step 4
Step 5
Step 6
The procedure can be stopped and go to Step 7. when the current iteration number reaches the pre-determined maximum iteration number. Otherwise, go to Step 2 and repeat the procedures.
Step 7
Overview of the Proposed MP-GMBSO
The conventional multi-population based evolutionary computation methods can be categorized into three models: The migration model [18, 19, 21, [23] [24] [25] (see Figure 3 ), the abest model [20, 22] (see Figure 4 ), and a model using both migration and abest [26] (see Figure 5 ). Since the smart city problem is one of large-scale optimization problems, the authors have proposed a multi-population model using both migration and abest in order to improve solution quality (see Figure 5 ) [26] . In the models, searching individuals of one population are divided into several sub-populations and optimized calculation is performed at each sub-population. Searching individuals are exchanged and replaced among sub-populations every certain interval in the migration models. Information about the best searching point so far among all of sub-populations (abest) is shared among all of sub-populations in the abest models. The parameters of the proposed model are shown below.
-
The 
Update Equations of The Proposed MP-GMBSO
This paper proposes MP-GMBSO. Equations for Fitness-based grouping, updating in order to add gbest information to , and new individual generation are shown below. Following Equation (12) is utilized for fitness-based grouping of MP-GMBSO.
where ( ) is group number of individual in a sub-population , ( ) is the rank of individual in a sub-population , is the number of cluster in a sub-population , and is the number of sub-populations.
An equation for updating in order to add gbest information to is expanded for multipopulation. There are two equations. One is for only migration model. Another one is for only abest model, and both migration and abest model. 
where is the th individual of decision variable in sub-population , and is the best individual of decision variable in sub-population . -only abest model (see Figure 4 ), and a model using both migration and abest (see Figure 5 ):
where is the best individual of decision variable among all individuals. (14) is utilized for comparison in Simulations.
An equation for new individual generation is expanded for multi-population as shown below.
where is the th newly generated individual of decision variable in sub-population , and and are the randomly selected two individuals for decision variable of individual in sub-population s.
Total Optimization of Energy Networks in a Smart City by Multi-Population Global-best Modified Brain Storm Optimization with migration
Cutout Transformation Function
The variables are composed of discrete and continuous variables. This paper utilizes a cutout transformation function because decision variables have to deal with both startup/shutdown status and output values of various facilities in operation. The function can transform both discrete and continuous variables to only continuous variables. Using the function, the problem can be solved using only continuous variables. In addition, various evolutionary computation techniques can be applied easily by the function. Discrete variables ( = 0, … , ) express startup/shutdown status (0 and 1) of facilities and continuous variables express output operational values of facilities in the problem. Therefore, discrete variables is expressed as follows:
According to (16) , since = 0 if and only if = 0, shutdown status ( = 0) of facilities cannot be searched effectively. Therefore, new continuous variables ( = 1, … , ) are introduced and the relationship between and are expressed as follows:
≤ ≤ (18) where is a lower limit of (the minimum input/output value of a facility), is an upper limit of (the maximum input/output value of a facility), is a parameter of for shutdown status of a facility, is a lower limit of , and is an upper limit of . Using the function, both discrete and continuous operational variables of various facilities can be transformed to only continuous variables in search space and evolutionary computation can be easily applied.
Reduction of Search Space
Usually, search space (feasible regions) can be calculated from the current operating point of various facilities using the amount of the maximum energy increase and decrease of input/output values of facilities, and lower and upper limits of energy input/output values of facilities. Search space can be reduced more precisely than the conventional search space considering cost and load characteristics, and continuity of weekday facility operation [11, 12] . For example, the heat storage tank in the industry model stores heat energies. The limits of the stored amount of heat energies in the heat storage tank can be calculated from the initial value ( ). The limits can be calculated using the following recursion formula:
where is the stored amount of heat energies in the heat storage tank at hour , is the stored amount of heat energies in the heat storage tank at hour considering the maximum ramp limit of heat input value, is the stored amount of heat energies in the heat storage tank at hour considering the minimum ramp limit of heat input value, is the maximum heat input value at hour , is the minimum heat input value at hour , is heat output at hour , and is hourly heat loss. and are shown in Figure 9 with solid lines. Considering continuity of weekday facility operation, and (see dash-dot lines at Figure 9 ) can be determined with the same way of (20) and (21) using opposite direction from 24 h so that the last stored amount of heat energies in the heat storage tank can be equal to the initial stored amount. Consequently, the reduced search space is expressed as follows at each hour considering above upper and lower limits:
where is the maximum limit of the stored amount of heat energies in the heat storage tank in the reduced search space at hour , is the minimum limit of the stored amount of heat energies in the heat storage tank in the reduced search space at hour , is an upper limit of heat energies in the heat storage tank. a lower limit of heat energies in the heat storage tank. Conventionally, the feasible regions is considered within the upper and lower limits of heat storage tank ( , (dot lines) in Figure 9 ). However, the search space can be reduced to a shaded area in Figure 9 considering not only facility characteristics but also continuity of weekday facility operation and heat load characteristics. The large-scale optimization problem of the whole smart city can be effectively solved using the reduction of search space.
The Proposed Total Optimization Algorithm of Smart City by MP-GMBSO
The proposed total optimization algorithm by MP-GMBSO is shown below:
Step 1 Initialization: All individuals are divided into sub-populations. Initial searching points of individuals are generated at each sub-population inside the reduced search space for a smart city.
Step 2 Energy cost, actual electric power load at peak load hour, and CO2 emission for the objective function are calculated at individuals in sub-populations. If the operational variables are not inside the reduced search space, penalty values are added to the objective function values.
Step 3 Clustering:
Step 3-1 Generate clusters using in all sub-populations.
Step 3-2 Calculate objective functions of all individuals in each cluster in all subpopulations.
Step 3-3 Rank individuals ascending order.
Step 3-4 The highest rank individuals at each cluster of all sub-populations are set as cluster centers. If > (1,0), randomly generate a new individual and replace a cluster center with the newly generated individual.
Step 4 New individual generation: select one or two individuals. When condition (9) is satisfied, gbest information is added to using (13) or (14) . Generate new individuals considering several conditions explained in 4.1.2 using Equation (15) .
Step 5 Selection:
Step 5-1 Considering energy cost, actual electric load at peak load hours, and CO2 emission of a smart city, objective function values of all individuals are calculated with the actual input and output values of facilities in all sub-populations. Step 6 Evaluation: Considering energy cost, actual electric load at peak load hours, and CO2 emission of a smart city, evaluate objective function values of the individuals in all subpopulations. If the objective function value of the individual is better than the current best individual, then the best is updated.
Step 7 When the current iteration number reaches pre-determined migration interval, the migration is performed.
Step 8 When the current iteration number reaches the pre-determined maximum iteration number, the procedure can be stopped and go to Step 9. Otherwise, go to Step 3 and repeat the procedures.
Step 9 The obtained best operational values and the objective function value considering energy cost, actual electric load at peak load hours, and CO2 emission of a smart city and facility operations are output as a final solution.
Simulations
Simulation Conditions
The proposed method is applied to a model of Toyama city, a typical mid-sized city, in Japan. The following are the number of models in each sector so that ratios of various sector loads using models are approximately the same as the ratios of various sector loads in Toyama city [30] :
Drinking water treatment plant: 1, Waste water treatment plant: 1, Industry model: 15, Building model: 50, Residential model: 45,000, Railroad: 1
The various parameters have to be set to realize a goal of each smart city. In the simulation, three cases are utilized considering different goals of smart cities. For example, a goal of a general smart city may be minimization of total energy cost, actual electric power loads of the whole smart city at peak load hours, and CO2 emission equally, a goal of an industrial park may be minimization of total energy cost, and a goal of a local government of a city may be minimization of CO2 emission. The weighting coefficients in the objective function ( , , ) are set for each case as shown below: The results of the proposed GMBSO based method are compared with those by the conventional DEEPSO, BSO, MBSO, and GBSO based methods. In addition, the results of the proposed MP-GMBSO based method are compared with those by the originally proposed GMBSO based method with a single population, the MP-GMBSO based methods with only migration, with only abest, and with both migration and abest.
The following parameters are utilized for conventional DEEPSO: Figure 7 (a)-(d)), trigonal pyramid ( ), cube ( ), and hyper-cube ( ) (see Figure 8 (a)-(c)), -Migration interval: 10 to 100 in 10 increments, -Migration policy : W-B, R-B, B-B 
The number of trials is set to 50. The maximum iteration number for BSO, GBSO, MBSO, and GMBSO based methods are set to 2000. However, DEEPSO based method utilizes twice evaluation for both new and clone individuals. Therefore, the maximum iteration number for DEEPSO based method is set to 1000 in order to set the same number of the objective function evaluations. These parameters are set through pre-simulations. Initial searching points are set randomly. The simulation software has been developed using C language (gcc version 4.4.7) on a PC (Intel Xeon E5-2660 (2.20 GHz)).
Simulation Results
Firstly, the comparison of the average, the minimum, the maximum, and the standard deviation of the objective function value for Case 1 among DEEPSO, BSO, MBSO, GBSO, and GMBSO based methods when the number of individuals is set to 80 are investigated in Table 1 . The number of individuals is set to 80 because the condition is the most severe for all methods. All of values are calculated when the average of the objective function value by DEEPSO is set to 100%. It is verified that the average, the minimum, the maximum, and the standard deviation of GMBSO based method can be the most reduced among all methods. Table 2 shows results of the average ranks for Friedman test and p-value among the conventional DEEPSO, BSO, GBSO, MBSO, and the proposed GMBSO based methods. It is verified that there are significant differences at 0.05 significance level among all methods and the average ranks by the GMBSO based method for each case are the best in Table 1 .
Secondly, the best multi-population model is investigated among three models, namely, only migration model, only abest model, or a model using both migration and abest. Table 3 shows comparison of the average, the minimum, the maximum, the standard deviation, and the average rank of the objective function value of the optimal objective function values among various numbers of sub-populations, and topologies using both migration with the W-B policy and abest, only migration with the W-B policy, and only abest with 640 individuals through 50 trials for Case 1 and a p-value by Friedman test. The number of individuals is set to 640 because there is a possibility to obtain better results of the proposed based method through previous studies. All values are calculated when the average of the objective function value using one sub-population is set to 100%. It is verified that the average, the minimum, the maximum, and the standard deviation can be the most reduced by the only migration model with 16 sub-populations (bold numbers). It can be considered that the GMBSO based method have more intensification than the other methods including the multi-swarm DEEPSO based method with a model using both migration and abest [26] . Therefore, the only migration model is the best model especially for the proposed MP-GMBSO based model in order to balance diversification and intensification. In addition, the average rank by the only migration model with 16 sub-populations is the best among all parameters in the table. 1 All values are calculated when the average of the objective function value of the proposed method with a single population is set to 100%. Table 4 shows the best values of the average, the minimum, the maximum, the standard deviation, and the average rank of the objective function value of the optimal objective function values of each migration model with 640 individuals through 50 trials for Case 1 from Table 3 and a p-value by Friedman test. It is verified that the average, the minimum, the maximum value, and the average rank using only migration model are the best among all Multi-population models. It is also verified that there are significant differences at 0.05 significance level among all parameters in Table  3 .
Next, the best migration policy and topology are investigated when the only migration model is utilized in Table 5 . Table 5 shows comparison of the average, the minimum, the maximum, the standard deviation values, and the average rank of the optimal objective function values using only migration model among various migration policies, various topologies, and various numbers of subpopulations with 640 individuals through 50 trials for Case 1 and a p-value by Friedman test. All values are calculated when the average of the objective function value using one sub-population is set to 100%. Using only migration, it is verified that the objective function values can be the most reduced by the "W-B" policy with 16 sub-populations and the ring topology (bold numbers), and the average rank by the "W-B" policy with 16 sub-populations and the ring topology is the best among all parameters in the table. 1 All values are calculated when the average of the objective function value of the proposed method with a single population is set to 100%. Table 6 shows the best values of the average, the minimum, the maximum, the standard deviation values, and the average rank of the optimal objective function values using only migration model of each migration policy with 640 individuals through 50 trials for Case 1 from Table 5 and a p-value by Friedman test. It is verified that the average, the minimum, the maximum value, and the average rank using W-B policy are the best among all migration policies (Bold numbers). It is also verified that there are significant differences at 0.05 significance level among all parameters in Table  5 . The best topology, the best number of individuals, and the best number of sub-populations are investigated in Table 7 . Table 7 shows the comparison of the average, the minimum, the maximum the standard deviation values, and average rank of objective function values using only migration model with the W-B policy among various topologies, various numbers of individuals, and various number of sub-populations and a p-value by Friedman test. When the number of individuals is 40 with 4 or 8 sub-population, the results include penalty value because dependent variables are out of allowable ranges. On the contrary, when the number of individuals is more than 80 or equal to 80, the results do not include penalty because dependent variables are inside allowable ranges. Especially, when the number of individuals is set to 320 with 16 sub-populations using ring topology, the average, the minimum, and the maximum values can be the most reduced (bold numbers). Namely, the proposed method with such conditions can balance diversification and intensification the most effectively for the problem. In addition, the average rank is the best when the number of individuals is set to 320 with 16 sub-populations using ring topology among all parameters in Table  7 . Table 8 shows the best values of the average, the minimum, the maximum, the standard deviation, and average rank of the objective function value of the optimal objective function values of each number of individuals with WB policy using only migration and ring topology through 50 trials for Case 1 from Table 7 and a p-value by Friedman test. It is verified that the average, the minimum, the maximum value, and the average rank with 320 individuals and 16 sub-populations are the best among all Multi-population models (Bold numbers). It is also verified that there are significant differences at 0.05 significance level among all methods.
Tables 9 and 10 can verify the above results from facility operation point of view. Table 9 shows comparison of the best facility operation in an industrial model of Case 2 using migration model, and W-B migration policy with ring topology when the number of individuals is set to 320 among various numbers of sub-populations. Column A shows the amount of electricity output by a gas turbine generator and column B shows the amount of purchased electricity at each hour. In the model, from 8 to 22 h, electric power output by a gas turbine generator is inexpensive and purchased electricity is expensive. Therefore, electric power output by a gas turbine generator should be increased and purchased electricity should be reduced from 8 to 22 h in order to reduce energy cost. It is observed that electric power output by a gas turbine generator can be the most increased and purchased electricity can be the most reduced from 8 to 22 h by the proposed method with 16 sub-populations (bold numbers). Table 10 shows comparison of the best facility operation in an industrial model of Case 3 using migration model, and W-B migration policy with ring topology when the number of individuals is set to 320 among various numbers of sub-populations. In the model, electric power output by a gas turbine generator should be increased and purchased electricity should be reduced whole a day in order to reduce CO2 emission. It was observed that electric power output by a gas turbine generator can be the most increased and purchased electricity can be the most reduced whole a day by the proposed method with 16 (bold numbers).
Consequently, the proposed method with the W-B policy, migration model, the ring topology, 320 individuals, and 16 sub-populations is the most effective to the total optimization of energy networks in the smart city problem. 1 All values are calculated when the average of the objective function value of the proposed method with a single population and 640 individuals is set to 100%. 
Conclusions
This paper proposes total optimization of energy networks in a smart city by multi-population global-best modified brain storm optimization (MP-GMBSO). A new evolutionary computation technique, called MP-GMBSO, is proposed in order to obtain better results and the MP-GMBSO based method is proposed for total optimization of energy networks in a smart city. Effectiveness of the conventional GMBSO based method for total optimization of smart city by comparing with the conventional DEEPSO, BSO, MBSO, and GBSO based methods is verified. Moreover, effectiveness of the proposed MP-GMBSO based method for total optimization of smart city with migration is verified by comparing with the original GMBSO (MP-GMBSO with a sub-population) based method, and the MP-GMBSO based methods with various migration model (only using migration, only using abest, and using both migration and abest), various policies, various topologies, various numbers of individuals, and various numbers of sub-populations. It is verified that the solution quality is the most improved by the proposed MP-GMBSO with migration based method using the ring topology with 16 sub-populations and 320 individuals, and the W-B policy (the worst individual of a subpopulation is replaced by the other sub-populations) among all of multi-population parameters. Optimal operation can be tuned by changing weighting parameters of the objective function according to the purpose of each smart city.
Future works can be summarized as follows. Since the problem is a large-scale MINLP optimization problem and it is really difficult to obtain good solutions, there is still room for improving solution quality. Therefore, firstly, applications of recently developed evolutionary computation techniques in order to improve solution quality will be investigated. Secondly, various uncertainty should be considered. Power output of renewable energies has uncertainty and it depends on weather conditions. Uncertainty of the amount of demands and demand responses depends on various conditions of sectors. Therefore, applications of stochastic approaches such as a Monte Carlo simulation will be investigated. Thirdly, verification of robustness of the proposed method applied to various scale smart cities with different purposes will be investigated. 
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